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Details of Visit:

Author: YumYum
Location 2: Baker Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 2 Sep 2010 21.30
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: 24/7 Eternity Girls
Website: http://www.eternitygirls.com/london-escorts
Phone: 07984333500

The Premises:

A standard flat in an old block just round the corner from Baker St station. Parking was a bit of a
bugger but was ok a street or two away. Once inside, clean and smart.

The Lady:

Possibly the same girl as in the photos, but they were taken a while back. Shoulder length dark hair,
(new?) boob job, thin waist girl from Tenerife with a tattoo on her bum. Not fat, but not thin either.
Slightly taller than claimed (more like 5'9 or 5'10) and a fair bit older I'd say - late 20s?

The Story:

First, the agency were more than a bit rubbish which didn't help! Strange as they are usually ok, but
this time they didn't get back to me to confirm the booking so I had to ring and chase. By the time I
got the details through I was having to pelt down the motorway to get into town. Not happy about
that and should have just booked somewhere else when they didn't come back - lesson learnt there!

I was about 5 mins or so late and was expecting a fiery young latin girl, so was a little taken aback
by the more cool looking version that greeted me. She's very nice - speaks excellent English and is
very attentive - and at first she dropped my strides and played with me nicely so I thought that I was
onto a good thing. Then, it went into a standard 'by the numbers' routine - no kissing, hand over
breast, move away when touch her down below, on with the mac for O, very quick to move to the
main act then 'we change' at regular intervals plus hand down below holding me back ..... all the
usual rubbish ...

After a massage (not bad actually) it was 'only ten minutes left'. Erm ... not when I booked - and
paid for - two hours! Shocked look on her part and this actually turned into a stroke of luck for me. I
was able to cut my losses and leave after 45mins rather than face another depressing hour (for
someone who speaks English fluently, she didn't say much) of disinterest.

She's probably a lovely girl to hang out with, but not much cop for a punt. I'm lucky that I got out
early. Once again, another punt that wasn't 'bad' but wasn't much good either. Maybe she was on
an off day or will suddenly improve, but I can't recommend and won't be back.
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